Chopped Culinary Challenge
Location: West Beach Conference Center

PROGRAM LENGTH: 1 - 1.5 HOURS
Cost: $75 per person (100-person maxium)
Designed to be a fun and interactive team building activity, Kiawah’s Chopped Culinary Challenge requires
each team to collaborate to find the best ingredients and create a unique beverage with a creative presentation.
Taking place at West Beach Conference Center and incorporating a fully stocked “pantry” built by our Chef.
Teams will have to use the challenge ingredients and incorporate others from the pantry to create a tasty
beverage. Teams will be judged by Kiawah’s Culinary Elite based off presentation, creativity and taste and the
team with the highest score will find themselves victorious! The winning drink can then be incorporated into a
group event later during your program.

THE RULES:
-This is a CHALLENGE! The event will incorporate several sharp objects including but not limited to paring
knives, blenders and peelers. Be safe, enjoy, have fun, and win!
- Every participant on the team must contribute something towards the final product.
- Each team will be given an ingredient basket containing several mystery ingredients. Teams will need to
incorporate up to three of the mystery ingredients as well as ingredients they choose from the pantry. Each team
will choose one to two team members to spend five minutes “shopping” in the pantry. Teams will have three to
five minutes to discuss and plan a drink and ten minutes to create the drink. When presenting their drinks to the
judges teams must present
a. A drink name & team name
b. Explain the concept
c. Name the ingredients you chose to incorporate from the basket and why
- Once teams have presented each drinks judges will score each team based on presentation/appearance,
creativity (how well did they use the ingredients/is it nutritious/clever name/etc.) & taste on a scale from 1 to
10. The team with the highest average score wins!

WHAT SHOULD I WEAR?
This team building activity can easily be done after or in between general sessions or break out meetings.
Kiawah will provide aprons (personalized aprons available for an additional fee) and gloves. Comfortable
casual or business casual clothing is suitable.

“CHALLENGE BY CHOICE”
Your personal safety is at the forefront. All activities occur in a safe and supportive atmosphere. We use the
"challenge by choice" concept. Our trained facilitators encourage you to move beyond your perceived
limitations while respecting your decision on how far you want to move outside your comfort zones.
Cooperation, mutual respect and teamwork are encouraged in order to include all participants in a fun and
creative environment.

PAYMENT, CANCELLATION POLICIES, & GRATUITIES





Estimated attendance numbers are required 10 working days prior to the event.
A final guaranteed attendance number is required by 12:00 pm EST at least 3 working days prior to each
event; should no final guaranteed number be provided, the estimated number will become the guarantee.
Full price will be charged if less than 3 days’ notice is given.
Any additions made on-site by your attendees will be considered as additional guarantees.
All event charges will be applied to the master account and a 22% service charge is added to the final
price.

PICTURES OF PREVIOUS CHOPPED CULINARY CHALLENGES

